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Abstract. As tangible products can be easily copied and customers ask for indi-
vidual solutions, the European manufacturing industry increasingly bundles 
their products with associated services to so called “Extended Products” (EP). 
Missing competencies for this servitization have to be acquired by involving 
partners from the companies’ environment, the “Manufacturing Service Ecosys-
tem” (MSE). However, traditional manufacturers lack the appropriate models, 
methods and tools for collaborative innovation, development and provision of 
EP. This paper presents the results of a requirements analysis of four manufac-
turing use cases that indicates the need for support in the area of servitization 
and collaboration in MSE. 
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1 Introduction 

The gap of the technological advance of the European manufacturing industry is cur-
rently shrinking, reducing the competitiveness of traditional business strategies like 
cost leadership and differentiation [1]. On the one hand, even innovative tangible 
products can be easily copied and are no longer usable as a unique selling proposition. 
On the other hand, new customer needs emerge that cannot be satisfied by a tradition-
al product [2]. To understand and answer the customers’ problem, manufacturers 
begin to add services to their products to create holistic and individual solutions and 
benefits. Such an offering of complementary product and service components is 
commonly named as a Product-Service System, or “Extended Product” (EP) [3]. This 
servitization strategy starts with simple services that support the functionality of the 
product, like spare part delivery, extends over services that ensure the availability of 
the product, like predictive maintenance and culminates in selling the benefits of 
product application as a service in the sense of an operator model [4]. 
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However, following a servitization strategy, from integrated product and service 
idea generation to realization and commercialization, requires additional competen-
cies compared to the manufacturing of a tangible product. The involvement of the 
customers as partners to identify their needs and collaborative arrangements with 
other enterprises like service providers become more and more important [5,6]. As the 
solution for the customer will be configured individually, the required competencies 
will change each time. A promising concept to tackle the challenges of servitization is 
the “Manufacturing Service Ecosystem” (MSE). As a non-hierarchical form of colla-
boration, it allows the incorporation of new partners according to changing require-
ments for a solution [7]. Manufacturing enterprises are typically neither prepared for 
servitization, nor for collaboration in dynamic non-hierarchical networks like MSE. 
They are missing the right models and methods for service innovation, the required 
physical resources, organizational structures, as well as IT tools. In order to support 
the manufacturing industry in this transformation, their requirements for the needed 
models, methods and tools have to be determined. 

This paper presents the results of a requirements analysis of four use cases from 
different branches of the manufacturing sector. First, the theoretical background  
on servitization and collaboration in MSE is presented in chapter two. Following, 
chapter three describes the methodology for the requirements analysis. The resulting 
requirements for the support of servitization in MSE in the manufacturing industry are 
specified in chapter four. Finally, a conclusion and outlook on the development of 
solutions based on the requirements is given. 

2 Theoretical Background 

2.1 Servitization 

The demand for high individual solutions has led to the situation that satisfying cus-
tomer needs only through tangible products is no longer possible [8]. Value adding 
services are combined with the tangible product to Extended Products. This process 
has first been called “servitization” by Vandermerwe and Rada [9]. They describe the 
increasing customer demand-driven offering of product-service “bundles” (consisting 
of goods, services, support, knowledge and self service) by manufacturing enterprises 
to create a competitive edge. 

Different options for servitization can be identified, creating a number of chal-
lenges for the manufacturer of the tangible product. Below, possible options for servi-
tization are described along with the inherent challenges [10]: 

• New combinations of existing products with existing services   
The tangible product can be combined with already existing services. In this case, 
the manufacturer has to be able to identify promising services on the market and 
create the necessary interfaces for combination with the product. 

• New services for existing products  
A new service can be developed for the existing product. Therefore competencies 
for service innovation, development and delivery are required in addition to the 
manufacturing of the tangible product. 
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• New products for existing services  
The manufacturer can also decide to develop a new product for an existing service 
on the market. In this case, the product design has to be aligned with the service 
specification to ensure interoperability. 

• Combinations of new products with new services  
Finally, the tangible product and the services can be developed in parallel to create 
an integrated solution. This requires competencies in both product and service de-
sign, but also the ability to merge the results from both domains. 

The analysis of servitization options shows the challenges and additional competen-
cies required for the manufacturer of the tangible product. Besides the existing  
experiences in developing, producing and maintaining a tangible product, a service 
life cycle (SLM) has to be aligned and managed as well. But manufacturing enterpris-
es are usually inexperienced in service ideation, design and delivery and fear the 
competition outside their natural domain [11]. Thus, they require support to success-
fully align and manage the phases of the SLM: 

• Service ideation 
• Service specification and design 
• Service implementation and testing 
• Service delivery and decommission 

Nevertheless, the complexity behind the provision of services and flexibility required 
at the same time leads to the outsourcing of services [12]. Therefore, the implementa-
tion of new organizational models, based on collaboration between product and  
service providers and the customer is also required. The Manufacturing Service Eco-
system described in the next section is such a model. 

2.2 Manufacturing Service Ecosystems 

The currently dominating hierarchical supply chains in the manufacturing sector are 
not supporting the transformation from a tangible product perspective towards an 
Extended Product perspective. More flexible arrangements between manufacturers 
and other partners are required. In parallel with servitization, collaboration models in 
manufacturing will have to change to support the innovation of Extended Products, 
the required organizational structures and processes for their provision and the appro-
priate supporting tools and techniques. 

As a more flexible and less hierarchical form of collaboration for servitization, the 
establishment of a Manufacturing Service Ecosystem is proposed. The concept of 
comparing the business environment of an enterprise to a biological ecosystem  
has been introduced by Moore [13]. In such a Business Ecosystem, members who 
might become new business partners or new customers are able to share knowledge, 
innovate and collaborate together, interact or connect with each other, design new 
products, communicate globally and develop projects [14]. Within this ecosystem, 
different and heterogeneous entities like big OEMs, SMEs, universities, research cen-
ters, individual professionals, employees, citizens and consumers etc. are left free to 
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evolve and to network as they like, just following the market evolutionary law that it 
is the fittest species which survives. The main characteristics of a Business Ecosystem 
include complexity, self-organization, emergence, co-evolution and adaptation [15].  

The Manufacturing Service Ecosystem concept builds on the Business Ecosystem 
idea, but adds characteristics typical for the servitization of manufacturing. Innovation 
in this environment is driven by the fact that business opportunities might be generat-
ed and identified within the MSE and not brought by the outside market. This is due 
to the customers also being part of the ecosystem and participating in value co-
creation: “The MSE is a non-hierarchical form of collaboration where various differ-
ent organizations and individuals work together with common or complementary 
objectives on new value added combinations of manufactured products and product-
related services. This includes the promotion, the development and the provision of 
new ideas, new products, new processes or new markets. Future Internet architec-
tures and platforms enable the active participation of all stakeholders in all the phas-
es of the product and service life cycle.” [10] 

The MSE concept features four dimensions, which have to be supported with the 
appropriate models, methods and tools: 

• Organisational dimension  
How to describe the constituting elements of a MSE – its participants and roles? 

• Componential dimension  
How to manage the tangible and intangible assets and resources of the MSE? 

• Functional dimension  
How to support the execution of inter-organizational processes in the MSE? 

• Governance dimension  
How to implement the principles, policies and governance rules for the MSE? 

There is little previous work providing guidelines, tools or techniques that can support 
manufacturing enterprises for the above issues in MSE. According to Baines et al., 
“the principal research need is to engineer tools or techniques that practitioners can 
apply to help in service design, organisational design and organisational transforma-
tion” [12]. Therefore, the requirements of the manufacturing industry towards these 
supporting tools and techniques have to be determined. 

3 Methodology 

The requirements analysis in this paper has been conducted on the basis of the serviti-
zation use cases from four different manufacturing enterprises. The cases come from 
different branches of the European manufacturing sector and represent SME’s as well 
as large OEM’s. In particular, the cases represent: 

• A Dutch OEM of consumer electronics 
• An Italian OEM of white goods 
• A Belgian SME in the garments sector 
• A Spanish SME in the machine tool sector 
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Due to the high innovation potential and complexity of servitization in MSE, 
manufacturing enterprises might not be immediately aware of the required supporting 
models, methods and tools. Therefore, a collaborative methodology has been applied, 
supported by Serious Gaming (see Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Methodology for Requirements Analysis 

The methodology is based on a three phase approach presented by Zarvic et 
al. [17]. In a preparation phase, based on the analysis of the manufacturing scenarios, 
concrete servitization use cases were determined for each enterprise. A workshop 
featuring focus group and brainstorming sessions has identified first case-specific 
needs for supporting models, methods and tools. 

In order to meet the necessity of a non-limiting methodology, Serious Gaming was 
adopted for the second phase. The game used for this purpose is SECONDS [17], a 
game which simulates a complex business environment that consists of several sys-
tems, and allows the end users to reflect upon their own internal processes, even 
though playing in a common generic scenario. The main objective of the scenario is to 
develop and sell a car with mobility services. In order to provide this value proposi-
tion, the players need to collaborate in their ecosystem. The game is lead by a facilita-
tor, to which the players are able to report missing or insufficient support for their 
servitization processes. An analysis of these reports has delivered additional and ge-
neric needs for supporting models, methods and tools. 

During the review phase, the needs of the manufacturing enterprises are analysed 
and documented as a requirements list for servitization support. These requirements 
have then been used for the final specification of the supporting models, methods and 
tools for servitization. The specification has been validated against the servitization 
use cases and the final developments will be evaluated in pilot implementations at the 
four manufacturing enterprises. 
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4 Results of the Requirements Analysis 

For the analysis, the requirements determined for supporting the four servitization use 
cases in MSE have been combined with the additional requirements coming from the 
generic Serious Gaming manufacturing scenario. The documented requirements have 
been assigned to the eight areas described for the service life cycle and the MSE di-
mensions in chapter 2. The results of this aggregation are listed below in Table 1. 

Table 1. Aggregated List of Requirements for servitization in MSE 

# Aggregated Requirements per Area CR1 GR2 Σ 
1. Service delivery and decommission 13 8 21 
2. Service specification and design 14 3 17 
3. MSE – componential dimension 7 4 11 
4. Service implementation and testing 7 3 10 
5. MSE – organizational dimension 5 3 8 
6. MSE – functional dimension 5 2 7 
7. MSE – governance dimension 6 - 6 
8. Service ideation 3 2 5 

 
For the service life cycle, many requirements can be assigned to the delivery and 

decommission area, which indicates a lack of knowledge in the manufacturing  
enterprises on how to provide additional services to their tangible products. The main 
supporting tool developed will provide ecosystem members with a way to browse and 
search service offerings from several federated marketplace instances. As a service 
has to be designed before it can be delivered, service specification and design is 
another important aspect. Therefore, a collaborative service engineering methodology 
is being developed, comprising methods for service modeling and platforms for ser-
vice development. In service implementation and testing, the requirements have led to 
the development of a feedback management tool to collect information on the usabili-
ty of a service from the customers’ viewpoint. Finally, ideation is the last service  
area needing support. Here, a tool to support service idea generation is developed, 
allowing sharing ideas in the ecosystem and validation by other MSE members. The 
relatively low number of requirements in this area should not lead to the impression 
that the topic of service ideation is not important for the manufacturing enterprises. 
However, due to the low experience in this field, it was not easy for the use cases to 
phrase concrete requirements. 

For the MSE in general, an Innovation Ecosystem Platform (IEP) is developed. The 
IEP is the backbone of the MSE Service-System, providing a platform to manage the 
MSE in terms of level of activity, interactions, roles and flow of information between 
its members. In the componential dimension, a model to define the tangible and  
intangible assets in the MSE, to be able to compose the right assets for a desired 

                                                           
1 Mentioned as requirement for the specific servitization case. 
2 Mentioned as general requirement for the manufacturing industry. 
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product-service combination will be included. The need for support in the organiza-
tional, functional and governance dimensions of the MSE requires the developments 
of a methodology for management and governance of MSEs, which also supports the 
set-up of a Virtual Manufacturing Enterprise (VME) for a specific Extended Product 
business opportunity. 

The ranking of the areas for support of servitization in MSE should not be misun-
derstood as a prioritization of needs. It rather shows where the manufacturing enter-
prises were able to communicate concrete requirements and where it was hard for 
them to clearly express their need for support. The models, methods and tools devel-
oped on the basis of these requirements will be tested and verified by the use cases, 
which may lead to more and detailed requirements in the future. 

5 Conclusion 

The European manufacturing in industry is under pressure to rethink their traditional 
strategies of cost leadership or differentiation of tangible products. Servitization has 
been identified as a promising approach to satisfy new customer demands and prevail 
against competitors, implying the combination of tangible products and intangible 
services to Extended Products. The required additional competencies for the innova-
tion, development and provision of EP have to be selected individually for each  
customer demand. This arrangement can be facilitated by the introduction of the 
Manufacturing Service Ecosystem concept. 

However, manufacturing enterprises are typically experienced in the production of 
physical goods in fixed supply chains. Adding advanced services to their products and 
collaborating in a flexible ecosystem environment creates new challenges for them. 
The analysis of the requirements collected from four manufacturing companies 
clearly shows the need for support for servitization and MSE collaboration. The  
collected requirements have been used for the specification of supporting models, 
methods and tools for servitization in MSE, which are now being developed. In a 
future work, the developments will be applied to the real servitization use cases of the 
manufacturing companies and evaluated for their benefit in an MSE environment. 
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